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/n the nowadays capitalists' society in which the authentic social life has been shaped with the 
representation constructed by the ruling class. "All that was once directly lived has become mere 
representation" said Guy DebonP. 
Jn the development of this modern society, especially in Hong Kong, most of Che spaces and infrastructure 
ore manipulated by the corporate giants who, through holding the reins ofmainstay economic sectors that 
lack competition, effectively control or influences both in market and land, that all people in Hong Kong 
need. This CQpitQUst'S SpBCtCLCle is the inverted image of society in which relationship 
between commodities have supplanted relationship between people. 
People living in such society, inevitably, is heavily conditioned by the monopolizing spaces, market, media, 
advertisements and even the education system. This is in fact CL t o t a l i t a r i a n COlltrol 
of the public discourse, resulting m the contamination of behavior, tastes, and 
significantly, desire. People have no escape from this monopolized spectacle. 
"The spectator's alienation from and submission to the contemplated object (which is the outcome of 
his unthinking activity) works like this: the more he contemplates, the less he lives; the more readily he 
recognizes his own needs in the images of need proposed by the dominant system, the less he understands 
his own existence and his own desire." - Guy Deborcf. 
Without spaces designated as public, the claims of social movements can be easily overlooked And this 
/s obviously true in Hong Kong. Of the rise of " p S e u d O - p u b U c " SpQCB - those private 
properties like malls, festival marketplaces, even now the cultural centres, concert halls and arenas that 
are government owned are all ClQSS'bClSed €XClUSiOUS. 
TTj/s thesis, therefore has an underlying social agenda which intends to question and alter society views of 
social hierarchy, it is intended to demonstrate architecture should be empowered to speak 
叩/ o r people; and. it is sensitive to both the promise and perils to a shifting from the "SOCiaV tO 
the "spatial” in matters of Justice, that people may befiglumg or neglecting 
for a long time - especially indigenous peoples and people of color, 
The Society ofSpectade. Guy Deboixt New York: Zone Books. 1995 
sccdeofissue 
in capitalists'world 
Scale of Issues 
in capitalists' world 
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/n the Society of Spectacle, people have no escape from 
the bombardment of mass media. We become the "docile 
hodiss." that are the ideal form for the economy, politic 
in the contemporary city. 
lame 
People's desire is shaped by images. The 
concept of primitive desire is twisted. 
The labourers are successfully 
transformed into customers. They ask 
fnr excessive consumption na thP hpst 
compensation oftheir repetitive an<1 
meaningless works. 
Stakeholders: Government, Monopoly, Labourers, Children 
The discrepancy between spectacle 
creator (monopolist) and spectators 
(consumers) results an inevitable 
weaUh 
inapiality- _ 
巧，I I � 
s 二 r c 二 激 CSmOo^pdmt 
'The spectacle is not a collection of images; rather, it is a social relationship 
between veovle that is mediated bv I JTl ag eS. - Guy Debord in The Society of the Spectacle' B ^ H H ^ ^ • H ^ , r f ^ w — w i i M M i — — — — 
A Highway in Brazil which is completely covered with advertisement billboards on two sides. A 
complete separation of nature by images from reality. 
Evidence 
Evidence “The spectator's alienation from and submission to the contemplated object 
[which is the outcome of his unthinking activity) works like this: the more he 
contemplates, the less he lives; the more readily he recognizes his own needs in 
the images of need proposed by the dominant system, the less he understands his 
own existence and his own desire. Guy Debord in 'The Society of the Spectacle' 
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Evidence “The Capital demands labourers, not workers/' -HannahArendtin rteHuman condition' 
Through the standardization of curricula, our Education SystRm sprvps as the 
purpose of the production of labourer. I uuiKT Lieai niug cjtpeneiices 
Labourer is different from worker. It is repetitive and never-ending. It is lack of creativity. It is a suppression of simple desire. 
Evidence 
Offices: Labourer working place 
"Economy of Desire 
The desire is shaped by images. The concept of primitive desire is twisted 
I The labourers are successfully transformed into customers. They ask for excessive 
consumption asjhe best compensation of their repetitive and meaningless works. 
Shops: Labourer compensation place 
A view from Canton Road to the Harbour City 
Evidence 'The irreconcilable conflict is between alienated labour and Eros. Sex is 
allowed for 'the betters' [capitalists], and for workers only when not disturbing 
performance/ -Herbert Marcuse in 'Eros and Civilization' 
"The first was the fact that the wall did not run from North to South, instead, it encircled West 
Berlin. g g f f S R V J J i i h m i J 仙 K o o l h a a s . 
Population:八 150o/o Consumer Price Index: ^570% •CPI(A) Energy Consumption:八700% 
“Need is no longer grounded in use value; need is increasingly constructed. 
-Jean Baudrillard in 'The System of Objects' 
jf 
“Use value was formerly implicit in exchange value, [...] however, it has to be 
explicit -for the very reason that its own effective existence has been eroded by 
the overdevelopment of the commodity economy, and that a counterfeit life calls 
for a pseudo-justification. Guy Debord in 'The Society of the Spectacle' 
’Census and Statistics Department, HKSAR, 2009 
Evidence 
I “Consumer Confidence In Hong Kong at All Time High.[�]Hong Kong is the Wk 
world's fifth most upbeat market securing an index score of 118, a big jump from 
the 10th spot in the last survey/' -Nielsen Company in 2007 
“The best measure of social consciousness is the Index ofConsurner Sentiment 
which charts optimism about the state of the world in terms of willingness to 




Sustainablility is “…to meet the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs广 
-Brundtland Commission 




Desire for more Resources 
Branding World + 
謹 . 
Evidence The Capsular civilization today is the Camp, a counter-heterotopia and not the 
urban community. The gated communities, shopping malls, theme parks, atrium 
hotels are all examples of a capsular architecture and a heterotopical urbanism. 
City of Light, pavilion for Consolidated Edison 
at 1939 New York World's Fair. Manhattan 
displayed with a climax inside the capsule. 
Evidence \“Panopticon” - the ultimate realization of the modern disciplinary institution; 
it provides the “Unequal gaze”, in which the prisoners inside could never know 
whether s/he been observed or not They therefore are less likely to break rules/ 
laws. 
Panopticon, is designed by English theorist Jeremy Bentham in 1785. 
The concept of the design is to allow an observer to observe (-opticon] 
all (pan-) prisoners without the prisoners being able to tell whether they 
are being watched. 
Evidence \In the Society of Spectacle, people have no escape from the bombardment of mass 
media. We become the “docile bodies'', that are the ideal form for the economy, 
politic in the contemporary city. 
The Society of Spectacle, people have i 
Continuous Monument 
by Superstudio (1969) 
I Eros and Civilization 







on the evidence and 
theory study 
Theories/sa 
Hongkong/丨 locals, developers & gov't 
Kowloon Walled City 
by developers (1 
No-Stop City 
byArchizoom (1970) 
Exodus or the Voluntary 
Prisoners of Architecture 
by Rem Koolhans and flia Ze_e!is�1972) 
The Masterpu 
by government & developers (. 
Union Square 
by lievehpci^s pOOO-) 
i • f n - . r . ^




inside the capitalists'specmcle 
$i 50,000 
Newspaper full page $500,000 
week Sogo Billboard 
H K S B I 
Money flow 
The Economy of Desire increasingly invests mmmmJ 
in constructing needs instead of meeting the 
innate needs. ^^^^ 
Constructed 
Spectacle 
Hong Kong city is highly constructed by 
the capitalists' spectacle. Its intensive 
density of advertisement make people 
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3 Hennessy Road, Sogo 
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3 Russell Road, Time Square 
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Spectacle in the 
Virtual 
Minority Report 
by Steven Spielberg [2002] 
2001: A space Odys: 
by Stanley Kiibnck >n 1968 
hesepn 
idays? 
Spectacle in the 
Virtual 
tgit 
• • 画 
M K 
Minority Report 
by Steven Spielberg (200；：) 
Windows ai 
in Uf infrastructurt: advfnisi 
Theyl 
by John Cc I.J fonfro/ 
monopofy 




Here is the case study of 
Pestival Walk, which is 
an upmarket shopping 
centre in Kowloon Tong, 
Hong Kong owned by 
Swire Pacific. It was the 
biggest shopping mall 
Hong Kong at its laim… 
in November 1998. 
Bid Rent Theory/ 
It attempts to rationalize the spatial arrangement of retail 
outlets in town centres or shopping centres. The value of 
land is therefore determined by market forces, leading 
to various pricing levels (i.e. rental value) on different 
locations of the same town/city. The best land/ location 
(generally recognized as location with highest pedestrian 
passing by] would be occupied by the activity which is 
capable to pay the highest rent, which indirectly reflects its 
implicit value under market demand and supply forces. 
Behavioral Perspective/ 
Some researches have attempted to explain the spatial h 
arrangement from shoppers' behavioral perspectives. r 
While consumer behavior is temporal, personal and easily 
affected hy the surrounding environment variations, four ] 
principles ofintra-centre general consumer behavior have 
been summarized: i 
1/Influence of'Magnet'or ；4 tf 厂 actor'stores j 
2/ Fhctional effect of distance 
3/ Image structure in Window display 
















Influence of Magnet' or Attractor'stores 
Although the nature of the attractors may vary in different 
environments and have different abilities in drawing customers, 
however the magnets carry a great impact on generating customers 
and shopper circulation patterns. " 















3.5x distance of direct route/ 
Excessive distance leading to Excessive Consuir, 
Fhctional effect of distance/ 
Certain customers may attempt to minimize their walking 
distance and confine their purchasing activities to a relatively 
small and specific part of the shopping area. ‘ 
However the shopping malls are designed to force their 
customers to walk a longer distance although they may visually 
see their destination. Such "excessive distance" would increase 
the exposure of shop frontages [the images] to the customers, 
and generate "excessive consumption”. 




casestudy of Hong Kong 
high-profile 
shopping malls 
Labourers cannot live without shopping! 
Malls cannot exist without Offices [the place of repetitive work]! 
i 
\ 
I驚 麵 I s 
wealth inequality leading 
to social disorder 
Warning / 辦/, 
Monopolized 
Market 
In the development of this modern society, especially in Hong Kong, most of the spaces and 
infrastructure are manipulated by the corporate giants who, through holding the reins of mainstay 
economic sectors that lack competition, effectively control or influences both in market and land, 
that all people in Hong Kong need. This capitalist's spectacle is the inverted image of society in 
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the largest developable private 
laud bank 
>50% si‘PerfnaH<et industry share 
Monopolist in electricity supply of 
HK Island 
Richard Li 函 
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里 厘 
One of the largest developer in HK 
Monopolist in Bus public 
transportation 
Monopolist in fuel industry 
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Delirious... and more? 
Monopolists control our life, space, market and city. We consumers have no escape 
from living, working, and leisure. They construct monopolized atmosphere that 
mediate our routine daily life thus consumption habit 
How much of our daily life is controlled by monopolists? 
How much more we can tolerate? 
Delirious and more? 
t^ustice 




Old city/ Utopia/ Purely consumption, totally commodity fetishism, i 
A 
E x o d u s / T h e S p e c t a c l e s t e m p t c i t i z e n s in t h e old city to m i g r a t e to the 
Mental illness patients 
y \ 
Mental rehabilitation nurses 
This is a imagination: what if the current situation of extreme allocation of capital and justice 
and the monopolized spectacle continue in the city, would it become a capitalist's Utopia that 
favours the monopolists a lot by taking away the people's justice? Would our innate desire is 
violated and we become the voluntary prisoners in this monopolized city? 
Futile struggle 
for Justice 
Giving advice as consultant / CoUSUmer CoUncU 
Receiving complaints 
Educating consumers 
"Coopoeration “ and "Consensus 
Monopolists〔 / Excessive consumption : Death Cycle 





nplaints received by Consumer Council 
es: Consumer Council Annual Report 2008-09 
The surge of complaints was mainly attributed to the influx of a large volume of complaints 
against Lehman Brothers investment products (10,689 cases) at the second half of2008. 
However Consumer Council is not a statutory organization, the decision to charge the injustice 
behavior of monopolists is on the government side. As government is adopting a laissez-faire 












Land ^ ^ 
reclamation |_. /••"•""" 
d infrastructure [_ jimiw 
^^^ Local ^m Ami 
In order to fight against the Gencric Monopolist City, our acCions. our lives, our 
relationships, our struggles must take place - requires us to immediaCely ask about w/iaf kind of places (spaces) those are, who does and does not have access to them, 
and who can and cannot exetxise power over or within them. 
The architecture, therefore. Cokes the tvie of questioning and reflecting at Che same "me. The building is stacked up as a typical Hongkong skyscrapers form, to question 
the authenticity of spaces and spatial access. That, in turn, requirvs us to Chink 
critically about power and control: about social and spatial structures, about those 
solidified social relations that are the landscapes and institutions within which uv live 





We must act now to fight against the Generic Monopolist's development, and provide the 
innate justice that people deserve in the city; otherwise the city will be conquered by the 
monopoly, and becomes a city of tourists and businessman. Ultimately, the local people will 
receive no justice and be squeezed outfrom the city. 
The only place for consumer justice! 
The extreme contrast on the allocation of capital and social refleciton forms 
1 Che society. The "Social justice" is produced by the 
site 
tsim sha tsui, hoiphong road 

Intervention of Heterotopia 
the Heterotopia 
The current condition ofTsim Sha Tsui is full of 
desire. People's desire is highly constructed by 
the monopolized spectacle. The Haiphong Road 
temporary market seems to be the left over 
space for the local in the whole peninsula. 
The idea is to intensify the volume of the local 
enclave. Make it loud and visible to the city, and 
provide justice to the locals at the same time. 
The architecture is built as a Heterotopia; it 
is a self-looking glass to the people who are 
capital-mediated for a long time. Through this 
mirror, it induces a sort of return effect, in 
which people begin to look at themselves there 
where they are, and reconstitute what is their 
own identity. 
The confusion of desire and anxiety emerges. 
Whether the "Capitalists'Spectacle" is really 
desirable? 
Whether we should live inside the 
constructed spectacle and be "Prisoners of 
Ourselves"； or we should struggle for a more 
just society, market, and space! 
The Heterotopia is meant to be an 
architecture to illustrate the dangers in this 
"Economy of Desire", in which is advertising 
an limitless growth offetish and propagating 
a fear of shrinkage. 
cm 气 
_ _ L 
f li 
pwgmms/ peopleflow/ goods andpopulationflow/ 
Minority group 
program 












1 place for resting 
after exhausted 
shopping 
a mental refresh for 
self-reflection outside 
shopping 
a sightseeing spot for 
the delirious 
Hongkong city 
a complaint for injust 
monopolized market 
a public space for 
individual and social 
activities 
r struggle against the 
monopolized space 
and market 
a public space for 
group gathering and 
chatting 
a fight for a more 
just society 
office workers/ 
7 place to relieve from 
the stressful working 
environment 
o escape from being 
labourers, and 
struggle for a just 
market 
Jnunmde 
f place for struggling, promoting and propagating of 
justice from the degree of social to spatial. 
city scale 
Precedent Study 
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‘ m The concept of Forum in Roman empire is the centre of the city. It is surrounded by different 
civil facilities, temples, and markets. Different 
people with different background could freely 
enter the free ground for speech and debate. 
fni nifjufrn 
(S a marketplace - to satisfy local needs and enhance trading; 
K a place of demonstration to demonstrate the need ofjustice; 
JJ 2 P j ^ Off 夺S te - to allow people with different beliefs to share their points of view; I S a ^ f l c e Of Idea exchange - to generate new knowledge through constructive discussion • 
is afree space. 
m 
Tower of Justice 
In comparison to the injustice/justice space in 
the Tsim Sha Tsui peninsula, it is a extreme 
contrast in the capital allocation. It can be 
imagined that the future WKCD would also be 
another monopolized area which is operated 
and financed by the developers; people have 
no right to access freely. 
3，500m2x10 
To fight against the mammoth scale of 
monopolist's development, the Tower of 
Justice is erected on the existing local market 
The fi-ee space for justice is compensated 
to the public and stacked up in the form of 
conventional Hongkong higjmse typology� 
I tUlsQ represen p asthe.to^yer^f^e — 
which stand a^aw^cthe n^w G^y/mment^* \ 
HQ locate^dfit the apppsf£eMJe>p/harbom^^ 
^"The a n J u t e c h i t , 说 l ^ / t h e pfoph 
.ndst:cw0l7as^'_irlqi}.uo3^，t:oihe 严govenuneht: 
_ 
• • I • •,丨• I / / / / / / 
i n j l l S t ^ C G , J U S t i C S areamtbemonopolizedtsimshatsuipeninsula 
/ ‘ ' /
 
The program is based on the notion of free space in my precedent study - Roman 
Forum. It is a place of public enclave which includes the local market, institute of 
Programming soda! justice and the ground for free speech. 
They are designed according to the degree of justice, from understanding 
to constructing, from constructing to struggling. Thus a mutualism ecology 
relationship is constructed, such that a sustain development in finance and social 
support is setup for the growth of construction in building form, hence the degree 




constructing justice struggling for justice 
insti 
sodi 
Reflecting IqqqI needs. Collecting district intelligent. 
strategy: strategy: 
+ Guided by movement + A social concept of people's 
+ Suggested the establishment workshop and university of the 
of its initial base. streets. 
+ Flexibility on construction 
and destruction of element to 
achieve the degree of 
immediacy of change, so as to 
facilitate different form of 
exchange in ideas, information 
and intelligent. 





Expressing City voices and 
struggles. 
strategy: 
+ It is absolutely real as it 
express the people's voice； 
connected with all the space 
that surrounds it, the spectacle 
is completely unreal. 
+ Ultimately the whole ground 
is completely converted into a 
museum of free market, which 
records the struggle between 
consumers and monopolies, 




巧重s project is designed to develop in different phrases. 
PWerent prototypes are designed with various volume, 
intensity of occupancy and power of justice. 
Different prototypes have different functions to trigger 
People awareness of so da I justice in the city. And the setup 
0/ prototypes can follow the city development, people 
movement, and ultimately the degree of justice. 
RE-EDUCATION 
n Ihv cum III society h 
f prototypes 
PROPER SHOPPING 
‘wf^ot they have learnt fmin the EDU, and shop proixidy. 
and the injustice ii 
• morket. place Jt>r Justicc is built/br 
vnsslns ofOtc cower is escrac(ed throiigh chc ne<]ative 
p other.vide ofllariiour. It mvanxto nrveol tha lackmn^ VOLUMB mmmsm /Th. wlume o] towfr is fm<f»i inlu ivvtru/ stoijts. lu lh%: dvwJopivfiit v/Honn 
Kong, reoctir^q Co the local cnJ poltCical ImJsojpe • • “ . •. 
tiemoiiiicd by the locols. 








From the prototype 
strategy, some of them are 
further developed with 
reference to their nature 
[transient > occasional 
> permanent). Programs 
with similar nature and 
functions can be combined 
according to the degree of 
justice. 
opertationl 
local instituteof gwimdfor 
market sodcdjustice p^speedi 
r2 opertatiotu 
prqgmmsareintBweoi^ancJ intmeptBcL 




load instituteof gmmdfor 




The programs in the Tower ofjustice are also arranged 
according to the degree of Justice, higher the tower, 
the more intensity ofjustice activity. 
The interweaving of different programs triggers 
movement of different stakeholders, for instance 
labourers, minority group, locals, tourists and 
consumers. Hence, different plates of free space would 
allow mixture of interactions. 
demonstrrSSoni 
piaceofddbate. 
. , p / 脈 0 / 
ideaexdicayei 
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09_03_1M Foam and plastic 
10.5x15.5x24 cm 12.5x9x20.5 cm 
m 
m 
t is beartbivakiiigly beautijul!', 
is possible to imagine a iiiirrur image 
W't'i/s territying aixhiectiiiv： a forvt ii 




g void. Ti niike dyiiomii: spacvs for. 
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leofprogn 
stabllicy r<; 
I ^ 、 厂 i ^ B l S ^ P S S T " 
Conceptual 
Framework 
Further study from 
^f^chitecture to fantasy, 
Jrom landscape, strategy 
^^ program. Some of the 
interested factors are 
e社racted and converted 









^owe of the ideas from 
graph are converted 
into a 40x40 cm wooden 
conceptual framvork. 
landvahiecurve/ monopoUzedspectnde/ tower of justice/ 




layers of model reveal the notion of local enclave 
and design strategies 
？ 
伪 e layers offreeground are feasible for mixture of 
interactions between different stakeholders the land value curve maps the extreme capital allocaiton in the city 
aixMecture 
free grounds forjustice 
智 藝 霧 纖 緩 . 纖 耀 
Operation concept 
Inverted city 
J i l a . ® * ! ^ 
• ^ ^ • J B - ^ ^ i t J I ^ ^ t tt M l _ _ _ U J 1 _ _ L t t i t 
> the city has too many obstacles which 
discourage interaction between people city form, in which creates free space I 
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Vi^ thwards newgovernme^tHl 





& - n i T 
Volumes as structural key to form a 
stable structure 
Stacking individual panar 
structure 
Comp ressive fo rces Tensile forces 
Structure 
Diagram 
Circulation to TSTstation 




Institute of Social Justice 
Entrepreneurs' offices 







Rain water collection 
-for irrigation of 
“Ground for nature" 
Clubhouse for 
apartment residents 








a set of new grounds is designed to allow different 
construction and deconstruction which provides 
flexibility to achieve the degree of immediacy of change, 
so as to facilitate different form of exchange in ideas, 
information and intelligent The grounds locate under 
their corresponding programs which create the inter-
accessibility by juxtaposition, not only enhances freedom of 
choice, but also creates new activities, at present without 
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The conventional shoppina malls are r confined t 
consumers behavior by numerous of shopping windows. The floors are 
decorated by expensive tiles to create a high-end branding. Therefore a just 
ground is created in the design by layers of floating slabs to imply free and 
alternative consumption. 
Groundfore?(hihit 
The only debate place for public is located in the Victo'ia Park. However the debate activity is constrained by the 
(ie/ined canopy and seating. Therefore a new debate and forum spaces arc designed by different construction and 
deconstruction of folding slabs which provides flexibility to achieve Ihe degree of immediacy of change, so as to 
faciliLate different form of exchange in ideas, informalion and intelligent. 
‘ - i — i I 
Ground for consumptJo .j Ground for nature 
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Fivegmimds 
The five new grounds for local, consumption, exhibit, nature and free 
speech are materialized to reinstate the free space for Hong Kong 
citizens. The idea of inverted building mass in the physical form 
creates the inter-accessibility by juxtaposition, not only enhances 
freedom of choice, but also creates new activities, at present without 
names, and results from this uncertain fluidity. 
• • • 
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Ground for exhibit 








Ground for free 
speech 
Perspective 
View from Harbour 
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othSre墨arches, studies, and cc 'arches, studies, and concept examinations 
"Exodus or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture,' 
• miS^S^ Rem Koolhaas and Elia Zenghelis 
Interpretation {Heterotopia by Michel Foucault in "Of Other Space" (1967) 
The Mirror 允 the idea of mirror of a space. The mirror is a metaphor/or Utopia because the image that you are in it does not exist, but it is also a hetertopia 
because the mirror is a real object that shapes the way you relate toyour own image. 
Terrifying architecture by Rem Koolhaas in "Exodus or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture" 
Architecture, it is possible to imagine a mirror image of this terrijying architecture: a force as intense and devastating but in the service of positive 
intentions. 
Interpretation 
The Life and 
Death Drive 
m Intervention of 
Heterotopia 
Phase 1/ 
Freud believed that humans were 
driven by two conflicting central 
desires: the Life Drive (libido/Eros) 
and the Death Drive (Thanatos). 
The city isfull of desire (construction) 
and anxiety [destruction). 
Phase 2/ 
The Heterotopia defines the new 
paradise that people dream for long -
"Utopia". It is a kind of place that are 
outside all places, even thought they 
are actually localizable. 
This becomes a big attraction in the 
city of desire, leads to the separation 
of desire and anxiety. 
Phase 3/ 
The Heterotopia is actually a self-
looking glass. In the mirror of Utopia, 
it occupies a sort of return effect 
People begin to look at themselves 
and to reconstitute themselves there 
where they are. Although what they 
are looking at the glass is absolutely 
real, connected with all the space that 
surrounds it, and absolutely unreal. 
The confusion of desire and anxiety 
emerges. Whether the "Utopia" is 
really desirable? 
Phase 4/ 
Whether such restless chasing of 
"Utopia" is desirable, or the vice versa? 
The Heterotopia is meant to be an 
architecture to illustrate the dangers 
in this "Economy of Desire", in which 
is advertising an limitless growth 







"OverA", internalized societal and parental 
standards of''good" and "bad'： "right" and 
"wrong" behavior. It is "The Parent" 
The Conscience of good and bad. 
"the I", the moderator between the id and 
superego which seeks compromises to satisfy 
both. It is "The Adult': 
"the It" a selfish, primitive, childish, pleasure-
oriented part of the personality. Completely 
gratification. It is "The Child" EH： 
What's next? 
Beyond the Pleasure Princple? 
Leading to the "Death Drive' 









j^ JH ^^ n^ 
Emanuele II, Milan 
Scenario 1/ 
Shopper in front of windows. To see self-reflection of oneself. 
Scenario 2/ 
Shoppers behind the windows. To see reflection from the adjacent shops' window which selling 
"similar" goods. 
Concept The mall is a heterotopia that gives a single message - to consume! 
Trial 1 Once visitors enter the building, they would lose their own identity. Their desire is reinvented. 
The commodities behind shopping windows never changes. It can't change. But through the experience of "unusual shopping" itfunctions as a self-
looking glass, which gives reflection to the shoppers, provokes one's imagination of self-identity. 
Every time you see it, it seems different because you are different You see 
different things. 
Panopticon/ 
The concept of the design is to allow an observer to observe (-opticon) 
all (pan-) prisoners without the prisoners being able to tell whether 
they are being watched. The prisoners therefore would be less likely to 
break rules and try to behavior well 
Panopticonal shopping mall/ 
The concept of Panopticon is converted to a new shopping mode, 
"the shopper is sometimes audience, sometimes participant" The 
audience are observing the shoppers who are participating their 
crazy shopping. Through this interaction, a self-reflection would be 
generated. 










INTENSITY OF OCCUPANCY/ 
FAIRNESS OF MARKET/ 
Ultimately the whole mass is 
completely converted into a 
museum of free market. 
which records the struggle 
between consumers and 
monopolies, hence eventually 
critize the government's 
laissezfaire policy. 
Equilibrium achieved. The hetero-
topic tower becomes a monument to 
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